Optical coherence tomography (OCT) strut-level analysis of drug-eluting stents (DES) in human coronary bifurcations.
We sought to evaluate the vascular response of stent struts deployed in bifurcation segments using optical coherence tomography (OCT). This study is a sub-analysis of ODESSA, a prospective randomised trial designed to evaluate healing of overlapped drug-eluting stents (DES) vs. bare metal stents (BMS) (sirolimus SES: paclitaxel PES: zotarolimus ZES: Liberté BMS in a 2: 2: 2: 1 ratio) for de novo coronary artery stenosis. OCT was performed at 6-month follow-up. Bifurcation segments with side branch diameters larger than 1.5mm by angiography were analysed. The cross-sectional image at the bifurcation segment was divided into three regions: opposite to the ostium (OO), adjacent to the ostium (AO), or side-branch ostium (SO). Struts were classified in three categories: uncovered (U), covered (C), or proliferative (P). The incidence of each strut category was compared between regions and stent types. There were 12,656 struts in 61 bifurcation segments (PES: 16, SES: 14, ZES: 23, Liberté BMS: 8) from 46 patients obtained at six months. PES had the highest rate of U in SO region (PES 60.1, SES 17.0, ZES 13.2, BMS 12.3 (%), P<0.0001), whereas SES demonstrated the highest rate of U in OO (PES 3.8, SES 14.0, ZES 1.5, BMS 0.0 (%), P=0.0025). This study demonstrates a variable pattern of strut coverage in the bifurcation among stent technologies, with a high percentage of PES floating struts remaining uncovered at 6-month follow-up.